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Abstract: Brain tumor (BT) detection is crucial for patient outcomes, and bio-imaging techniques like Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) 

and Computed Tomography (CT) scans play a vital role in clinical assessment. However, manual analysis of these images is time-

consuming and requires expertise. To address this, we propose an image fusion model that combines MRI and CT images using Wavelet-

based fusion and leverages the VGG-19 architecture for improved accuracy. Image fusion combines modalities, enhancing their strengths 

while mitigating weaknesses. Our method employs the Wavelet fusion technique, decomposing images into frequency bands. The low-

frequency LL band holds key structural information. The VGG-19 network, with its convolutional and pooling layers, is used to merge LL 

bands, reconstructing fused images. We conduct evaluations on brain MRI and CT images, employing preprocessing, feature extraction, 

and fusion stages. Our approach not only reduces the doctor's workload and analysis time but also enhances tumor detection accuracy. 

Automation of image analysis and early, accurate tumor identification lead to better patient care. 

Keywords: Brain tumor detection, MRI, CT scan, Wavelet-based fusion, VGG-19 architecture, image analysis.. 

1. Introduction 

A brain tumor (BT) is a form of brain abnormality that can 

arise due to various factors. Left unrecognized and 

untreated, brain tumors can significantly increase 

morbidity and mortality rates. Clinical assessment of brain 

tumors is commonly conducted using bio-imaging 

techniques, such as Computed Tomography (CT) scans 

and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Early detection 

is crucial for improving patient outcomes. MRI utilizes 

magnetic fields and radio frequencies to generate detailed 

images, particularly useful for soft tissue imaging, 

including tumors and brain tissues. On the other hand, CT 

scans employ X-rays for detailed imaging, primarily 

capturing hard tissues like bones. Despite their utility, 

each modality possesses distinct strengths and 

weaknesses. The manual analysis of a large volume of MR 

and CT images by specialists for disease detection is 

labor-intensive and time-consuming. To address this 

challenge, this study proposes a model that fuses MR and 

CT images using Wavelet-based fusion. Additionally, the 

model employs the VGG19 architecture, enhancing 

accuracy and scalability. This innovative approach aims 

to streamline the analysis process and contribute to more 

efficient and accurate detection of brain abnormalities. 

Image fusion is a technique that combines images from 

different modalities and combines them into one single 

image that has the best features of both the images. There 

are various ways to fuse MRI and CT scan images such as 

intensity-based fusion (combines the intensity values of 

the modalities), feature-based fusion (fuses the extracted 

features from the modalities), Wavelet-based fusion 

wavelet transforms to decompose the MRI and CT images 

into different frequency bands. These frequency bands are 

then fused to create a single image). We have used 

Wavelet-fusion method to fuse the MRI and CT scan 

images. The proposed method generates LL band, LH 

band, LV band and LD band by applying fusion based on 

the VGG-19 network to four sets of pictures. These are 

not an anatomical structure that can be generated by the 

different modalities. These are mathematical constructs 

used in image fusion techniques. 

Wavelet transforms are a technique that breaks down an 

image into a series of frequency bands. Among these 

bands, the LL band is recognized as the low-frequency 

band, encompassing crucial information about the overall 

structure of the image. Additionally, the LH band 

represents the horizontal band, capturing details about 

horizontal edges in the image, while the LV band pertains 

to the vertical band, preserving information about vertical 

edges. The LD band corresponds to the diagonal band, 

focusing on diagonal edges within the image. In the 

process of image fusion, LL bands take precedence, as 

they encapsulate a substantial amount of information and 
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play a pivotal role in preserving the image's fundamental 

structure. During the fusion process, these bands are 

typically merged first. For image processing tasks, 

particularly identification and classification, deep 

convolutional neural networks such as the VGG-19 

network are widely utilized. In the context of the proposed 

method, it involves the merging of four sets of images, 

each having undergone discrete wavelet transformation 

into four distinct frequency bands. This innovative 

approach aims to leverage the strengths of wavelet 

transformations and deep learning to enhance picture 

identification and classification tasks. 

The VGG19 architecture is made up of a series of 18 

convolutional layers and pooling layers. The 

convolutional layers extract features from the input image, 

and the pooling layers reduce the size of the feature maps. 

The VGG19 architecture has been shown to be very 

effective at learning to recognize objects in images. The 

VGG-19 network is used to combine the LL band, and the 

inverse discrete wavelet transform is used to reconstruct 

the fused picture. An evaluation of the suggested method 

is done using a collection of brain MRI and CT images. 

The proposed methodology consists of three key stages: 

preprocessing, feature extraction, and fusion. In the 

preprocessing stage, MRI and CT images are pre-

processed to enhance image quality and address 

differences in imaging characteristics. The feature 

extraction stage involves employing the pre-trained VGG-

19 model to extract deep features from both MRI and CT 

images, capturing high-level representations specific to 

each imaging modality.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Subsequently, a fusion strategy is employed to combine 

the extracted features from MRI and CT images to create 

a fused representation. The fused feature representation 

aims to preserve salient information from both modalities 

while minimizing redundancy, leading to an enhanced and 

more informative tumor representation. 

In Real Life, this approach of detection of brain tumors 

can reduce the workload of doctors as it is quite tedious to 

study the scan. saves the time of the doctors. With image 

fusion, the doctor can use a software tool to automatically 

segment the tumor, which can save them a significant 

amount of time. In addition to reducing the workload of 

doctors, image fusion can also improve the quality of care 

that patients receive. By automating the process of image 

analysis and improving the accuracy of tumor detection, 

image fusion can help doctors to identify tumors earlier 

and more accurately. This can lead to better outcomes for 

patients. 

2. Literature Survey 

R.Jain et al. [1] has discussed how Perfusion Computed 

Tomography (PCT) and Magnetic Resonance (MR) 

perfusion imaging have become crucial tools in the 

assessment of brain tumors. These imaging modalities 

offer unique insights beyond standard morphological 

imaging by providing physiologic and hemodynamic data. 

PCT, in particular, stands out for its ability to 

simultaneously measure blood volume and permeability, 

streamlining the assessment process. Additionally, PCT's 

availability of an arterial input function enhances its 

accuracy. Both PCT and MR perfusion imaging serve as 

valuable imaging biomarkers for glioma grading, 

angiogenesis assessment, treatment planning, and 

response evaluation, significantly improving the 

diagnosis and management of brain tumors. 

Marco Alfonse and Abdel-Badeeh M.Salem et al. [2] have 

introduced a diagnostic system designed for 

distinguishing between benign and malignant brain 

tumors. This system relies on Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) images in DICOM format and 

encompasses several key phases. The initial stages 

involve dataset acquisition, preprocessing, and 

segmentation. Segmentation is carried out utilizing the 

Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm and adaptive 

thresholding. This process is instrumental in isolating the 

primary brain region while eliminating extraneous 

components. Notably, structural element techniques are 

also employed during segmentation. Following 

segmentation, the system proceeds with feature extraction 

utilizing the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique. 

Feature selection is then executed through the Minimum 

Redundancy Maximum Relevance (MRMR) criterion, 

identifying the most pertinent features for further analysis. 

The final phase involves classification, where a Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) is employed. The overall 

performance of the proposed system is notable, achieving 

an impressive classification accuracy rate of 98.9%. The 

combination of segmentation techniques, feature 

extraction, selection, and classification contributes to the 

system's effectiveness in diagnosing brain tumors 

accurately. 

Soobia Saeed, Afnizanfaizal Abdullah and NZ. Jhanjhi et 

al. [3] have presented research which delves into 3D 

image analysis to understand neuronal interactions, 

focusing on identifying tumors and their impact on brain 

tissue due to increased glucose metabolism. The study 

examines slowly developing brain and oral tumors, 

aiming to mitigate their effects through 

chemotherapy.The author employs MATLAB for 3D 

segmentation and statistical modeling, with the goal of 

detecting CSF leakage and distinguishing tumor regions 

from non-tumor areas. Ultimately, this work seeks to 

enhance cancer treatment outcomes and envision the 

future of this technology in the medical field. 

Abhishek Anil, Aditya Raj, H Aravind Sarma, Naveen 

Chandran R, Deepa P L et al. [4] explores the detection of 

brain tumors utilizing deep learning networks, particularly 
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employing a classification network that categorizes input 

MR images into two classes: those with tumors and those 

without. Transfer learning is the method of choice for 

retraining the classifier, yielding superior results 

compared to existing methods. The research involves 

three distinct networks, with VGG19 emerging as the 

most effective detector among them. The networks are 

trained for classification with a dataset featuring 1,000 

classes, highlighting the potential of transfer learning in 

brain tumor detection. 

X Ma, S Hu, S Liu, J Fang, S Xu et al. [5]  introduces a 

remote sensing image fusion method leveraging sparse 

representation (SR). The process involves learning an 

adaptive dictionary from source images, obtaining sparse 

coefficients through coding with this dictionary, and 

fusing these coefficients using an improved hyperbolic 

tangent function (tanh) and l0−max. The resulting initial 

fused image is further enhanced with spatial domain 

fusion (SF). Ultimately, the final fused image is 

reconstructed via guided filtering. Experimental results 

demonstrate the superiority of this approach over existing 

methods in both visual and quantitative assessments. 

J Gao, J Li, M Jiang in et al. [6] addresses the trade-off 

between spectral and spatial resolution in hyperspectral 

imagery by introducing a self-supervised fusion method 

for hyperspectral and multispectral images.Unlike 

traditional techniques, this innovative approach does not 

rely on training datasets, making it versatile for scenarios 

where such data is limited or of low quality. The method 

leverages constraints derived from low-resolution 

hyperspectral images and synthetic high-resolution 

hyperspectral images. Extensive simulations and real-data 

experiments confirm the superiority of this approach, 

offering enhanced fusion performance compared to 

conventional methods, thus unlocking new possibilities 

for high-resolution hyperspectral imaging applications. 

S Sharma, S Gupta, D Gupta, A Juneja, H Khatter, S 

Malik, ZK Bitsue in et al. [7] discussed that brain tumors, 

whether benign or malignant, pose severe health risks by 

increasing intracranial pressure and impairing cognitive 

functions. Current diagnostic methods like CT, MRI, PET 

scans, and blood tests are often time-consuming and may 

yield inaccurate results. To address this, a deep learning 

model based on pretrained VGG19 is proposed in this 

paper. The model, enhanced with normalization and data 

augmentation, achieves an impressive 98% accuracy and 

94.73% sensitivity using a dataset of 257 images, 157 with 

brain tumors and 100 without. These results suggest the 

potential for clinically valuable BT detection solutions in 

CT images. 

J Fu, W Li, A Ouyang, B He - Optik, 2021 – Elsevier et 

al. [8] have introduced a novel approach to enhance 

multimodal biomedical image fusion quality. By 

combining the rolling guidance filter and deep 

convolutional neural networks (CNNs), the method 

addresses issues like low luminance and blurred edges. It 

involves three key steps: base-detail extraction, perceptual 

image generation using the VGG network, and fusion with 

three distinct strategies. Experimental results show that 

this approach outperforms existing methods, offering 

improved image quality and detail enhancement in 

biomedical image fusion. 

Hoo-Chang Shin; Holger R. Roth; Mingchen Gao; Le Lu; 

Ziyue Xu; Isabella Nogues et al. [9] addresses challenges 

in applying deep CNNs to medical image analysis, 

emphasizing architecture, dataset scale, and transfer 

learning. It investigates thoraco-abdominal lymph node 

detection and interstitial lung disease classification, 

achieving state-of-the-art results. Insights provide 

valuable guidance for high-performance computer-aided 

diagnosis systems in medical imaging across various 

tasks. 

S Banerjee, DP Mukherjee, DD Majumdar in et al. [10] 

introduces a novel approach to biomedical image 

registration using point landmarks and leveraging 

geometric invariance properties. These landmarks are 

identified at the entrance and exit points of concave 

structures and inflection points of curves, obtained from 

the convex hull of the structures. The proposed 

registration technique operates in a standard reference 

frame and offers speed, semi-automation, and 

computational efficiency. The method is particularly 

suitable for registering functional images like Positron 

Emission Tomography and Single Photon Emission 

Computed Tomography with morphological images such 

as CT and MRI. In functional images, concavities 

manifest as valleys amid intensity variations. The 

method's potential extension to three-dimensional 

scenarios is also explored. Overall, the approach presents 

a promising avenue for improving image registration in 

biomedical contexts. 

3. Methodology:  

The procedural for the model is proposed in such a way 

where image registration of Magnetic Resonance Image 

(MRI) and Computed Tomography (CT) Scan images of 

the same patient is done using template made using 

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) and Cascading 

Style Sheets (CSS). To fuse the image manual datapoints 

need to be registered for resizing the images. Then using 

transfer learning which is used to enhance the 

performance of multimodal image fusion models, 

particularly when there is a dearth of labeled data or when 

one modality suffers from severe noise or other 

drawbacks. If the images are of not the same dimensions, 

they are resized and then fused to give a fused image. 

After the images are fused using watershed algorithm 
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image is being deployed to get the flood height of the 

images for better boundary separation. Watershed 

Flooding is applied to get the segmented image. A 

technique named Region Merging is applied to remove the 

false boundaries creating during the Watershed Flooding. 

The results of this model will give us the fused image of 

the MRI and CT scan and the segmented image of this 

fused image which helps to enhance the accuracy of 

detecting the brain tumor location. 

VGG 19: 

The VGG19 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

Network is an image classification convolutional neural 

network with a deep design. The VGG19 [22] model has 

one input layer, two output layers, and 18 hidden layers. 

You have the option to utilize a pre-trained variant of the 

network that has been trained on an extensive dataset 

containing over a million images sourced from the 

ImageNet database. This pre-trained network is capable of 

categorizing images into 1000 distinct object categories, 

encompassing items like keyboards, mice, pencils, as well 

as various animals. Consequently, this network has 

acquired comprehensive feature representations, making 

it suitable for analyzing a diverse array of images. The 

input layer accepts an image with dimensions of 

224x224x3, and the output layers are a fully connected 

layer that creates a 4096-dimensional feature vector and a 

softmax layer that produces a probability distribution 

across the ImageNet dataset's 1000 classifications. 

VGG19 employs 3x3 filters with a stride of 1 pixel in its 

convolutional layers, allowing it to learn detailed spatial 

features. Its max pooling layers, using 2x2 filters with a 

stride of 2 pixels, reduce spatial dimensions while 

maintaining depth. VGG19 is versatile in computer 

vision, especially for transfer learning. It excels in object 

recognition due to its diverse feature learning. It's also 

useful in image segmentation, defining image regions, and 

medical image analysis, enhancing medical image tasks. 

 

Fig.1.: Flow of Approach 

(a) Image Registration: 

This is the most crucial step in the image fusion process. 

This process involves setting up common coordinates for 

multimodal images such as CT scan, MRI images etc.in 

order to produce a complete fused image which provides 

more accurate presentation of the Brain tumor region. 

Landmark Registration: 

This technique is a form of landmark registration which 

includes finding and lining up shared landmarks between 

two images. This strategy involves creating distinctive 

geometric invariants for diverse sub-contours within both 

Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance 

(MR) images. When contours or sub-contours exhibit 

identical shapes and structures, they share the same set of 

invariants. While this doesn't guarantee exact matches, 

these invariants serve as hypotheses for potential matches, 

which can later be validated. To propose matches, 

absolute invariants are crucial, and employing local 

invariants ensures independence from overarching curve 

properties. This approach enables the detection of 

invariants even when segments are obscured or omitted 

due to segmentation issues. In summary, the key steps are 

as follows: 

(1) Generating Geometric Invariants: Develop a 

collection of geometric invariants for distinct sub-

contours within CT and MR images. These invariants 

encapsulate attributes that remain unaltered under specific 

transformations.[11] 

(2) Identifying Potential Matches: Match sub-contour 

pairs by comparing their geometric invariants. This 

matching process can be optimized using hashing or 

simpler algorithms, considering the limited number of 

curves.[11] 

(3) Validation in a Standardized Frame: After 

suggesting potential matches, pinpoint landmarks or 

inflection points within localized sub-contours. These 

points remain discernible even when subjected to 

transformations. Transform the sub-contours into a 

standardized frame using these points. Validate the 

proposed matches within this standardized frame[11]. 

(4) Sub-Contour Transformation and Image 

Alignment: The transformation of sub-contours within 

the standardized frame leads to image alignment. Aligning 

contours from different imaging modalities within this 

frame highlights disparities between the datasets. This 

information can provide insights into biological growth or 

the absence of specific structures within a region of 

interest. This approach primarily concentrates on 

localized sub-contours or regions of interest within the 

ventricles of the human brain. The implementation 
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encompasses procedures to identify regions of interest, 

calculate geometric invariants, and shift these regions into 

a standardized frame. This method facilitates the analysis 

and comparison of images from distinct modalities, 

enabling the identification of variations and alterations in 

biological structures.[11] 

 

Fig.2. Landmark Registration 

(b) Transfer Learning: 

Transfer learning in multimodal image fusion involves 

adapting a pretrained deep neural network, originally 

trained on one modality, to enhance the performance of 

fusion tasks using another modality. For instance, a model 

designed for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can be 

fine-tuned for computed tomography (CT) images in the 

medical image fusion context.[12] Leveraging transfer 

learning, the model leverages learned features from one 

modality to improve feature representation and 

classification accuracy in another modality. This proves 

especially advantageous when dealing with data scarcity 

or noise challenges in one modality, as the learned 

features can compensate for these limitations. Transfer 

learning finds applications in various tasks such as face 

recognition, medical image analysis, and multispectral or 

hyperspectral remote sensing, yielding improved 

outcomes across diverse domains.[13][14][15][23]. 

Transfer learning is an effective method for enhancing the 

performance of multimodal image fusion models, 

particularly when there is a dearth of labeled data or when 

one modality suffers from severe noise or other 

drawbacks. 

 

Fig.3.Transfere Learning using VGG19 

Discrete Wavelet Transform: 

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is a mathematical 

technique that decomposes a signal or image into different 

frequency  components using wavelets. Unlike the 

traditional Fourier Transform, which provides 

information about frequency content across the entire 

signal, DWT breaks down the signal into both frequency 

and spatial information. It involves a series of filtering and 

down sampling operations, resulting in a multi-resolution 

representation. DWT is particularly useful for analyzing 

signals with both high and low-frequency components 

simultaneously, making it suitable for applications such as 

image compression, denoising, feature extraction, and 

pattern recognition. This transform has been widely 

applied in various fields, including signal processing, 

image analysis, and data compression. 

Let ℎ(𝑛) and 𝑔(𝑛) be the low-pass and high-pass filters, 

and let 𝑥(𝑛, 𝑚) be the input picture. These formulae may 

be used to calculate the DWT: 

Approximation coefficients: 

𝑐𝐴(𝑗, 𝑛,𝑚) = (ℎ ∗ ℎ ∗ 𝑥)(2−𝑗𝑛, 2−𝑗𝑚) 

Horizontal detail coefficients: 

𝑐𝐻(𝑗, 𝑛,𝑚) = (ℎ ∗ 𝑔 ∗ 𝑥)(2−𝑗𝑛, 2−𝑗𝑚) 

Vertical detail coefficients: 
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𝑐𝑉(𝑗, 𝑛,𝑚) = (𝑔 ∗ ℎ ∗ 𝑥)(2−𝑗𝑛, 2−𝑗𝑚) 

Diagonal detail coefficients: 

𝑐𝐷(𝑗, 𝑛,𝑚) = (𝑔 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ 𝑥)(2−𝑗𝑛, 2−𝑗𝑚) 

where j is the scale of the decomposition, n and m are the 

spatial coordinates of the picture, and * stands for 

convolution. The coefficients at each level j correspond to 

a particular frequency range and orientation of the picture. 

(c)VGG 19: 

The deep convolutional neural network (CNN) called 

VGG-19 was developed by the Visual Geometry Group at 

the University of Oxford [16]. With a total of 19 layers, it 

comprises 16 convolutional layers and three fully 

connected layers, showcasing remarkable performance in 

tasks related to image recognition. Within the context of 

image fusion, VGG-19 can be employed as a feature 

extractor to capture high-level features from input images. 

Subsequently, these features can guide the fusion process 

[16]. Typically, the network is pretrained using supervised 

learning techniques on substantial datasets such as 

ImageNet, and its weights are fine-tuned to minimize 

classification errors on the training set [16]. 

In VGG-19, each layer generates a set of feature maps that 

capture different levels of abstraction within the input 

images. Deeper layers encapsulate more complex entities 

such as objects and scenes, while shallower layers capture 

basic details like edges and textures. The structure of 

VGG-19 relies on convolutional processes, involving the 

application of a sequence of filters to the input image and 

the computation of dot products between filter 

coefficients and corresponding pixel values. To introduce 

non-linearity into the model's output after each 

convolutional layer, the rectified linear unit (ReLU) 

serves as a non-linear activation function. Suppose we 

denote the set of weights for a specific layer in VGG-19 

as W, and the input image as X. The output of the layer 

can be computed as follows: 

𝑌 = 𝑓(𝑊 ∗ 𝑋 + 𝑏) 

where 𝑏 is the bias term, 𝑓 is the activation function, and 

* stands for convolution. Gradient descent and 

backpropagation are used to learn the weights and bias 

terms during the training phase. 

 

Fig 4. VGG 19 Architecture 

(d) Image Segmentation: 

 In Medical Field image segmentation ids used to 

distinguish between different boundaries of brain tumor 

from healthy surrounding area after image fusion of 

multimodal images for brain tumor detection.[17] The 

post-multimodal image fusion result undergoes 

processing through various image segmentation 

techniques, aimed at distinguishing the tumor location 

from the adjacent healthy tissues. These methods draw 

upon diverse theories, including edge detection, region 

growing, intensity thresholding, and machine learning-

based algorithms. One specific technique employed for 

image segmentation is the Watershed Transform. In 

summary, image segmentation subsequent to multimodal 

image fusion plays a pivotal role in precisely 

characterizing brain tumors and guiding clinical decision-

making. Achieving accurate and reliable outcomes 

necessitates a deep understanding of medical imaging, 

signal processing, and machine learning. 

Watershed Transform: In Image processing, watershed 

is transformation defined by a grayscale image. A 

mathematical method for segmenting images called the 

watershed algorithm is based on the idea of flooding a 

topographical surface. Each pixel in the image is given a 

height value depending on its intensity by the algorithm, 

which then divides the image into areas by flooding the 

surface from the local minima, which serve as the 

boundaries between the regions.[18] 

Height Function: The height function establishes the 

topographical surface that undergoes flooding by 

assigning a height value to each pixel based on its 

intensity. 

ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) = −𝑓 

Here, f(x, y) represents the pixel's intensity, while x and y 

denote its coordinates. The negative sign is utilized to 

create a basin structure for the flooding process. 

Evaluating the gradient: The gradient of the height 

function reveals the rate at which the height values change 

for neighboring pixels. This gradient information guides 
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the flooding process. The following equations are 

employed to compute the gradient: 

𝐺(𝑥) =
(ℎ(𝑥 + 1, 𝑦) − ℎ(𝑥 − 1, 𝑦))

2
 

𝐺(𝑦) =
(ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦 + 1) − ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦 − 1))

2
 

𝐺 = √𝐺(𝑥)2 + 𝐺(𝑦)2 

where G is the gradient's magnitude and Gx and Gy are its 

components in the x and y directions, respectively. 

Calculation of flood height: The flood height is the 

height value used to flood the surface from 11 each pixel 

during the flooding process. The flood height is the 

maximum of the current height and the flooding height 

from the neighboring pixels [19]. 

hf(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦),𝑚𝑎𝑥(ℎ(𝑥′, 𝑦′)) + 𝐺(𝑥′, 𝑦′)) 

where x' and y' are the coordinates of the neighboring 

pixels and G(x',y') is the gradient magnitude between the 

pixel (x,y) and its neighbor (x',y').[19] 

Watershed Flooding: 

Watershed flooding is an image segmentation technique. 

It employs height functions based on pixel intensities to 

flood regions. The gradient of the height function guides 

the flooding process. Adjacent areas can become over-

segmented during flooding, prompting region merging 

using algorithms like minimal spanning tree or watershed 

merging. Seed points and markers enhance segmentation 

precision. 

Region Merging: 

In the course of the watershed flooding process, there is a 

tendency for adjacent areas to undergo over-

segmentation, resulting in the division of regions by pixel-

thin bands. To address this issue, region merging 

operations are employed to eliminate false boundaries and 

spurious regions. These operations involve merging 

adjacent regions that inherently belong to the same object, 

rectifying the effects of over-segmentation. The initiation 

of merging schemes involves a partition that adheres to a 

specific condition, often derived from regions produced 

through thresholding. This approach ensures that the 

merging process begins with a well-defined starting point, 

optimizing the correction of over-segmented areas during 

the watershed flooding process. 

𝑃(𝑅𝑖) = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 

Then, they proceed to fulfill condition by gradually 

merging adjacent image regions.[20] 

 

 

4. Results: 

 

Table 1. Confusion Matrix for all models with batch size 

16 

The comparison table is sourced from reference [21]. The 

table outlines a comparative analysis of training results 

across various models. These models were assessed based 

on metrics including training loss, validation loss, error 

rate, and validation accuracy. Different combinations of 

epochs and batch sizes were explored for four alternative 

models: DenseNet121, DenseNet201, VGG16, and 

VGG19. Specifically, each of these models underwent 

training with 20 epochs and 16 batches. The training of 

each deep learning model employed the Adam optimizer 

as part of the process. Referring to Table 1, the VGG 19 

performed the best during the testing phase with an 

Accuracy of 100 %for the training data and 96% for the 

testing data, Precision of 100%, Sensitivity of 94.73%, 

Specificity of 100%. 

 

Fig.5- Accuracy Plot of VGG-19 

The graphical representation illustrates the accuracy 

trends of a model on both a training and test set across 

multiple epochs. Notably, the train accuracy surpasses the 

test accuracy throughout the epochs. Initially, the train 
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VGG-

16[21] 

88.23 93.75 94.12 94 

DenseNet

121[21] 

85.71 100 94.73 96 

DenseNet

201[21] 

93.33 93.33 97.14 96 

VGG-19 

(PURPO

SED 

MODEL) 

100 94.73 100 100 
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accuracy rises rapidly but reaches a plateau after a certain 

number of epochs, signaling a potential case of overfitting 

to the training data. 

In contrast, the test accuracy demonstrates a more gradual 

and steady increase. Similar to the train accuracy, it 

plateaus after a certain number of epochs, albeit at a lower 

level. This pattern implies that the model exhibits a degree 

of generalization to new data, but not as effectively as 

desired. 

The overarching observation from the graph indicates a 

tendency of the model to overfit the training data. Possible 

contributors to this phenomenon include factors like a 

limited training dataset or the complexity of the model 

architecture. Further optimization may be needed to strike 

a better balance between model complexity and 

generalization capability. 

 

Fig.6.- Accuracy Loss of VGG-19 

The depicted graph illustrates the accuracy loss 

concerning both the training and test sets across multiple 

epochs. Accuracy loss is defined as the variance between 

the model's predicted accuracy and the actual accuracy, 

where a lower loss signifies more precise predictions. The 

initial train accuracy loss is approximately 0.6 and 

experiences a swift decrease in the early epochs, 

eventually reaching a plateau. In contrast, the test 

accuracy loss also diminishes throughout epochs but 

commences at a higher level compared to the train 

accuracy loss and stabilizes at a higher plateau. 

In summary, the graph indicates effective learning from 

the training data, but it raises concerns about potential 

overfitting. This suspicion arises from the observation that 

the train accuracy loss is notably lower than the test 

accuracy loss, suggesting the model may be excessively 

tailored to the training data and may not generalize 

optimally to new, unseen data. 

5. Conclusion: 

The provided text emphasizes the critical importance of 

early brain tumor detection and treatment, highlighting 

their potential to reduce morbidity and mortality rates. It 

discusses the use of medical imaging techniques like 

Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) for clinical assessments. The paper 

introduces image fusion as a promising approach to 

enhance disease detection accuracy, leveraging both MRI 

and CT images through wavelet-based fusion and the 

VGG19 deep learning architecture. The proposed 

methodology involves preprocessing, feature extraction, 

and fusion to create a fused feature representation that 

captures essential information while minimizing 

redundancy. This approach aims to reduce the workload 

of medical professionals and save time by automating 

tumor segmentation, ultimately leading to more accurate 

diagnoses and better patient outcomes. The comparative 

analysis in the paper demonstrates the superior 

performance of the VGG19 model, with high accuracy, 

precision, sensitivity, and specificity during testing. 

Despite its streamlined architecture, the VGG19 model 

proves to be efficient compared to alternative models.  

In conclusion, the research presented in the paper 

emphasizes early brain tumor detection, introduces an 

innovative image fusion and deep learning approach, and 

provides evidence of its effectiveness. This work has the 

potential to significantly impact the field of medical 

imaging, ultimately improving patient care and outcomes 

in brain tumor diagnosis and treatment. 
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